Abstract
143
Together, the characterization of layer-and projection neuron class-selectivity for each Cre line enabled 144 us to choose a core set of the best lines for comprehensively mapping connectivity from known classes of 145 projection neurons in each cortical layer. These 13 lines, together with experiments in wild type mice
146
(C57BL/6J) and the pan-layer Emx1-IRES-Cre line were used to identify all intracortical projections.
147
These lines include L2/3 IT (Cux2-IRES-Cre and Sepw1-Cre_NP39), L4 IT (Nr5a1-Cre, Scnn1a-Tg3-Cre,
148
and Rorb-IRES-Cre), L5 IT (Tlx3-Cre_PL56), L5 PT (A93-Tg1-Cre, Chrna2-Cre_OE25, Efr3a-
149
Cre_NO108, Sim1-Cre_KJ18), L5-all classes (Rbp4-Cre_KL100), and L6 CT (Ntsr1-Cre_GN220, Syt6-
150
Cre_KI148). One class for which we did not identify a suitable Cre line is L6 IT 16 .
151

Intracortical connections are organized into modules 152
Cortical areas have distinct patterns (targets and weights) of corticocortical projections revealed through 
161
We analyzed the network structure of this ipsilateral matrix using the Louvain algorithm from the Brain 162 Connectivity Toolbox 32 . This algorithm maximizes a modularity metric (Q) to identify groups of nodes
163
(cortical areas) most densely connected to each other compared to a randomized network. Q quantifies 164 the fraction of connections inside modules minus the fraction of connections expected inside the same 165 modules if the network were connected randomly, i.e., Q=0 has no more intramodule connections than 166 expected by chance, while Q>0 indicates a network with some community structure.
167
To identify stable modules, we systematically varied the spatial resolution parameter, , from 0 to 2.5, and 168 measured Q at each value of  compared to Q for a shuffled networkIncreasing enables the detection 169 of more modules, each containing fewer nodes 8, 33 . The mouse cortex showed significant modularity (Q>Q 170 for the shuffled network) for every value of  above 0.3. Between 1 and 14 modules were identified across 171 this range (Figure 2b , colors on left axis)For subsequent analyses, we chose to focus on the modules 172 identified at =1.3 (Q=0.37). This value of  corresponds to the midpoint between no modules at all, and 173 the value of 2.5 where modules contain single regions. It is also the level where the difference 174 between Q and Qshuffled was at its peak (0.2224±0.0021), although this difference was relatively stable 175 5 between =1 and =1.8 (0.2187±0.0048 at =1, 0.2020±0.0009 at =1.8). The network is divided into six 176 modules at this point, containing 5-8 regions each.
177
We named the six modules based on the cortical areas assigned to each; (1) Prefrontal: FRP, MOs, 
194
Interareal patterns of connectivity by output layer and class 195
Network analysis of the ipsilateral intracortical connectivity matrix revealed a modular organization based 
204
Potential group members for each anchor were defined as experiments where the distance between the
205
Rbp4 and other experiment injection centroids was <500 m. An experiment was only used once, even if
206
it was within 500 m of two Rbp4 anchors. To be considered a complete group, at least one experiment 207 from a Cre line representing L2/3 IT, L4 IT, L5 IT, L5 PT, L6 CT, and a wild type or Emx1-IRES-Cre 208 dataset had to be present. Within a group, the median distance from the Rbp4-Cre_KL100 anchor was 209 296 m. For some anchors, when a specific Cre line was otherwise missing, the injection centroid 210 distance exceeded 500 m (range 502-616 m, 24/332 total experiments). All experiments within a group 211 utilized the same tracer (i.e., SypEGFP experiments were not grouped with EGFP experiments). In this 212 way, we identified 43 anchor groups composed of unique sets of experiments (n=364 total), representing 213 25 of 43 potential source areas (Supplemental Table 3 ).
214
The locations of all anchor groups and individual experiments are shown mapped onto the flat cortical Table 3) . We also noted when a target contained only fibers of 240 passage, and considered it as a true negative for subsequent binarization of the matrix. Using the output 241 of our automated segmentation and registration algorithms we generated multiple weighted connectivity 242 matrices, one for each Cre line, and applied the manually curated binary mask to remove all true negative 243 weights (i.e., segmentation artifacts). As mentioned above, only 25 different cortical areas were 244 represented in the 43 anchor groups. This was due to both denser spatial sampling within a larger 245 structure (e.g. we targeted 6 retinotopic locations within primary visual cortex, 3 sub-regions in secondary (underlying data from these and the other 6 Cre lines provided in Supplemental Table 3 ). Of note, we 253 merged the data from C57BL/6J and Emx1-IRES-Cre experiments into one matrix, as these both account
254
for outputs of all projection neurons across layers in a cortical region. In support of this compilation, we 255 also found that cortical projection patterns between pairs of spatially-matched Emx1-IRES-Cre and wild 
258
Overall, these matrices reveal several similar and unique features of projection neuron class-specific 259 connectivity between areas in terms of number, strength, and specificity of connections. 
262
we calculated the average out-degree in both hemispheres (Figure 4b) . Overall, we find a significant 
275
So, next we determined how much overlap there was between the specific targets contacted by each 276 experiment and the Rbp4 anchor within the spatially-matched groups (Figure 4d ). C57BL/6J/Emx1-IRES-
277
Cre and Rbp4-Cre_KL100 shared, on average, 80% of the targets from any given source. A roughly 278 equal number of targets are unique to either Rbp4-Cre_KL100 or C57BL/6J/Emx1-IRES-Cre (12.7%, 7%) 279 which may be due to differences in sensitivities of the viral tracers, or the homozygosity of the Emx1- 
301
Axon terminal lamination patterns and their relationship to source layer and cell class. 302 L5 neurons make connections to essentially all the targets of that source area, and all other layers 303 contact a subset of these targets. Next, we looked at whether projection class-specific differences exist in 304 the targets at the level of layers.
305
First, we visually inspected and described the relative densities of axon terminal labeling across layers for patterns (e, i, j; 2-4%), which were distinctive in that L1 contained relatively few labeled axons.
314
Following the qualitative assignment of axon terminals to a lamination pattern as shown, we checked 
334
We performed unsupervised hierarchical clustering on the relative density of projections in L1, L2/3, L4,
335
L5, and L6a using Spearman rank correlations, and average linkages, to measure similarities. The first 336 dendrogram branch point split the targets based on the density of projections to L6a (low on the left, high 337 on the right). Then, within each of these two clusters, the next split was made by relative projection 338 density in L1. The third split was determined by L2/3 relative projection density. At this point, 6 clusters 339 were identified which resembled the manual categories, and we discuss each of these patterns further.
340
The median values for each layer and the overall frequencies of these clusters are shown in 
347
Cluster 4 is also likely to contain the targets with lamination patterns visually described as "columnar" and 
367
is strongly associated with cluster 1. All four L5 PT lines were associated strongly with cluster 2, and three 368 of these were also identified at higher than expected frequencies in cluster 6 (A93-Tg1-Cre, Sim1-
369
Cre_KJ18, and Efr3a-Cre_NO108). The L5 PT line Chrna2-Cre_OE25, on the other hand, had relatively 370 more projections of the cluster 4 type. Finally, L6 CT lines, Ntsr1-Cre_GN220 and Syt6-Cre_KI148, were 9 like L5 PT lines in that they each had high relative frequencies of projections assigned to cluster 2 and 6 372 patterns.
373
The most common (but not all) laminar patterns from each Cre line are schematized in Figure 5p . In 
391
Here, we observed some obvious similarities between the previously published laminar patterns derived 392 from anterograde tracing data and our results, particularly for the feedback projection pattern. In our view, 
404
Both patterns may be feedback because they do not involve mid-layers. Indeed, it was noted in Felleman 
411
To determine whether the tentative assignments of layer patterns to feedforward or feedback connections 412 were consistent with past results and assumptions, we looked at specific pairs of connections where 413 hierarchical relationships have previously been explored or intuited in rodents. 
437
IT cells, which avoided L1. L5 PT and L6 CT cell projections were sparse, and to deep layers (cluster 6).
438
In the reverse direction (SSs to SSp-m), the patterns looked remarkably like the layer-specific feedback 
449
We next looked at the layer-specific projection patterns between reciprocally connected areas assigned to 
477
Taken together, these data suggest that the assignment of "feedforward" and "feedback" to specific
478
connections between any pair of areas should account for all the contributions from each source layer,
479
and the overall mix of target lamination patterns for a given connection (see also Supplemental Figure   480 12 showing this concept, with more detail below).
481
Based on the anatomical analyses as described, we grouped the observed target layer patterns into (Figure 8d) , visual, temporal, and somatomotor were strongly 488 associated with the superficial lamination pattern of cluster 1, which we classified as feedforward.
489
Prefrontal connections were relatively more frequently assigned to cluster 4 (feedback), and all other 490 modules occurred more often than expected in cluster 5 (feedforward).
491
Unsupervised hierarchy of all cortical areas from layer termination patterns 492
We next determined whether it was possible to use the layer termination patterns from the layer-specific 
531
Hierarchy of cortical network modules 532
We also determined the overall "feedback-ness" of each module's ipsilateral outputs (as opposed to the 
580
(<1) these areas were part of a larger sensory module together with our third module ("somatomotor").
581
The somatomotor module contained all the primary somatosensory regions, secondary somatosensory 
598
Within these modules and areas, we identified generalizable layer-specific intracortical projection 
608
The strength and presence of projections between areas from the predominantly L4 Cre lines was also 
619
Classic definitions for PT and CT cell classes exclude contralateral cortical projections 20 , roughly 620 consistent with our observations. However, our data also showed that for some source areas, particularly 
643
Partial hierarchies of the visual cortex exist for rodents, also based on anatomical projection patterns from 644 anterograde tracing studies 26, 40, 56 . Differences between those patterns used in the primate were noted,
645
and re-classified for rodent. Specifically, feedforward connections were characterized by having less 646 dense axon terminations in L1 compared to L2/3, but axon terminals still spanned L2/3 to L5 evenly 40 .
647
Feedback avoided L4 (like for the primate), terminating most densely in L1 and L6. We noted the same 
672
Given the number of different connection types arising from a single area, we believe that new 673 computational models, containing more than feedforward and feedback connections between nodes, are 674 needed. This may be especially true when moving beyond models of sensory processing in the cortex.
675
We would like to emphasize and encourage the adoption of a multigraph view of connectivity, in which 676 two areas can be connected by multiple edges; each edge having an associated weight, type and 677 subtype. We challenge the theoretical community to expand computational algorithms beyond those 678 focused on classical graph structure. Additional data types that could predict directionality in cortical 679 organization may also be added to these connections in the future. For example, the ratios of specific 680 interneuron types, systematically mapped across all cortical areas, has recently been related to 681 hierarchical position in the mouse 58 .
682
The expansion of the Allen Mouse Brain Connectivity Atlas to include mapping of projections from 0.8
Avg NPV (Log10, confirmed targets) Nr5a1-Cre 
